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Direct calculations aimed at analyzing the propagation of light through thermally 
inhomogeneous gases require that the parameters of the spectral absorption lines 
(PSL’s) be known within a wide temperature range. An initial version of a databank 
on high-temperature PSL's has been compiled at the Institute of Atmospheric Optics, 
Tomsk. 

This paper outlines the problems of the completeness and reliability of a databank 
of H2O PSL’s. The control procedure is based on calculations of the broad-band char-
acteristics, such as spectral trends of the averaged absorption coefficient and the tem-
perature dependence of the integral intensity of the H2O band systems at 6.3, 2.7, and 
1.87 m, with subsequent comparison with the experimental data. 

 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

One of the principal directions of ecological 
studies is IR remote sensing of the composition of 
exhausts from industrial enterprises and power 
plants. Important aspects of this problem are the 
calculation of the exhaust gas self-emission and the 
need for an adequate account of reabsorption of 
these emissions into the atmosphere. 

The empirical techniques that have been widely 
used up to now, along with various band models,1 
and the Curt is-Godson technique2,3 no longer satisfy 
the demands on the accuracy of such computations. 
It seems most expedient to develop new techniques, 
predominantly employing the approach of direct 
(line-by-line) calculations, already very popular for 
modeling at normal temperatures. Such techniques 
are not limited in their spectral resolution, and are 
compatible with the capabilities of any possible 
measurement instrumentation. Obviously, what is 
needed in the way of initial information for the de-
sign of such techniques is data on the spectral line 
parameters (SLP), reliable over a wide range of 
temperatures (300–3000 K). 

The presently available SLP atlases4 contain re-
liable data only for normal conditions. This means 
that such atlases include only those spectral lines 
that display intensities exceeding certain minimal 
levels at normal temperatures (296 K). Meanwhile, 
repopulation of energy levels takes place in a mole-
cule at higher temperatures, so that an ever increas-
ing contribution to the emission (absorption) of ra-
diation is produced by the so-called “hot” lines, 
which correspond to transitions between high vibra-

tional and rotational quantum numbers. These are so 
far absent in SLP atlases for normal temperatures. 
 

THE EFFECT OF "HOT" LINES IN 
CALCULATIONS OF THE HATER VAPOR 

ABSORPTION COEFFICIENTS 
 

The most abundant exhaust gas from power 
plants is water vapor, which is highly concentrated in 
combustion products and is active in the IR range. The 
necessity of accounting for “hot" lines when comput-
ing radiation from heated volumes of water vapor has 
been repeatedly stressed in literature. 

The authors of Refs. 6–8 attempted to use the 
SLP atlas4 to compute the emissivity   and trans-

missivity   of water vapor in the temperature range 
500–1500 K by transforming the SLP values taken 
at 300 K to higher temperatures. This was done us-
ing the well-known relationships.3 Comparison of 
the values  of   and   thus obtained with the ex-
perimental data demonstrates that the SLP values 
contained in these banks are only fit for computing 
the emissions of gases at temperatures up to 600 K. 
At higher temperatures the SLP’s from these atlases 
satisfactorily describe only the center part of the 
absorption line. Meanwhile, around 1500 K even this 
information appears insufficient. Therefore, to ac-
count for radiation from heated volumes of molecu-
lar gases, dedicated SLP banks should be compiled 
for high temperatures. At normal temperatures the 
main attention must be given to analyzing the inten-
sity distribution over the rotational structure of a 
vibrational band, while the total intensity of the  
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band is determined from the experiment in Refs. 4 
and 5. Since the total intensities of the vibrational 
transitions are unknown for T > 300 K and, all the 
more so for highly excited states, the conventional 
approach is inapplicable here. In Ref. 9 a detailed 
description of the solution is given of the problem of 
computing the positions of the line centers and tran-
sition intensities between highly excited vibrational 
states. On the basis of rather complete data on the 
total intensities of the water vapor bands for low 
vibrational states wave functions of these states were 
found that relate the matrix elements of the water 

vapor molecule dipole moment 
2

V M V  (in the 

basis of harmonic oscillator wave functions) to the 
coefficients of the expansion of the dipole moment in 
the normal coordinates. Starting from the experi-

mental values of 
2

V M V  (for 300 K), an inverse 

electrooptical problem was solved and the deriva-
tives of the dipole moment were found. These com-
putations were extrapolated to transitions with high 
rotational quantum numbers, and an atlas of fine 
structure lines was compiled for hot gases, including 
water vapor. To this end, an information retrieval 
system for high resolution spectroscopy was con-
structed at the Institute of Atmospheric Optics of the 
Siberian Branch of the USSR Academy of Sciences.10 
 

EVALUATION OF THE RELIABILITY  
OF THE H2O SPECTRAL DATA 

 
To use SLP’s from the above-described databank 

in applied problems, one has to analyze their com-
pleteness and confidence level. The usual technique 
in this case is to compare the computed parameters 
with those experimentally measured in high-
resolution spectra. Despite the high confidence level 
of such control for parameters of separate lines, it is 
not suitable for an overall check of the bank. As a 
rule, high-resolution spectra are taken within very 
narrow spectral ranges, and positive results from 
such comparisons obtained for a given spectral range 
do not at all guarantee high accuracy of SLP’s ex-
trapolated to adjacent spectral domains. Thus, ex-
perimental data on the Í2O spectral characteristics 
measured in broad-band intervals (much wider than 
the half-width of an individual spectral line) are 
needed for an overall check of such high-temperature 
SLP’s. The experience we gained in such compari-
sons demonstrated that in the process it was possible 
to check for the presence of systematic errors in the 
SLP computation algorithm itself, and also in the 
initial data on the total intensities of the vibrational 
transitions. In their temperature dependences, and 
even in individual archival data on the energies of 
the individual vibrational - rotational states em-
ployed in calculations. 

When calculating high temperature SLP’s9 the 
most difficult stage is the correct evaluation of the 
total Intensity of a vibrational transition ( ).V VS T  It 

is obvious that the summation S(T) for a given sys-
tem of vibrational-rotational (V–R) bands (6.3 m, 
2.8 m, etc.) 
 

 (1) 
 

and the determination of the total intensity of the 
band system (T), given by 
 

 (2) 
 

where K(T) is the spectral  absorption coefficient, 
and 1 and  2 are the boundaries of the given V–R 
band system (as obtained from processing of experi-
mental data), are but two approaches to determining 
one and the same value. 

The experimental determination of (T) for 
H2O is based on processing measurement data on the 
average transmissivity   (for T < 1000 K), or on 

the average emissivity   (for T > 1000 K) of homo-
geneous layers of hot water vapor, using the formula 
 

 (3) 
 
Íåãå u is the absorbing mass of the given layer (in 
atm  cm). Formula (3) also holds for finite values of 
u when the approximation of an optically thin layer 
(Su ` 1) holds.1 Then  and u are related to each 
other by the expression 
 

 (4) 
 

The results of computing using the algorithms 
in Refs. 5 and 9 are compared in Fig. 1, with the 
experimentally determined values of (T) borrowed 
from various sources for systems of V–R bands (6.3, 
2.7, 1.87 m). The high scatter of the values of 
S(T) is explained by experimental error, which, 
first of all. Includes an uncertainty in the tempera-
ture of the radiating gas, violations of the approxi-
mation of an optically thin layer, and the impossibil-
ity of accounting for the degree of overlap of various 
V–R-band systems. 

As a source of heated water vapor, the authors of 
Refs. 10–13 used hydrogen-oxygen burners. During 
such experiments it was rather difficult to provide for 
homogeneity of the heated gas volume, and also to 
control the gas temperature T and absorbing mass u. 
Following the authors’ estimates, the uncertainty in 
the values of T leads to errors in (T) from 10% 
(Refs. 10 and 11) to 20% (Refs. 13, 16, and 18). 
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FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the total intensities for H2O band systems: a — 6.3 m,  
b — 2.7 m, ñ — 1.87 m. Crosses — the authors' computations; for references on experimental 
data see Fig. 1. 

 
The next source of error consists in applying 

formula (3) to the processing of the measured val-
ues of   in those spectral ranges where the condi-

tion Su ` 1 is not actually satisfied. In such a 
situation the true value of the emissivity is lower 
then the corresponding "optically thin layer” esti-
mate (4), so that formula (3) underestimates the 
integral (T) in comparison with its actual value. 
Accounting for the fact that the principal part of 
the integral (T) is formed in the band center, 
where the optically-thin limit is violated at even 
quite small u, we see that the error thus introduced 
can be rather significant. Such an error also shows 
in the anomalous total intensity vs. temperature 
dependences obtained for the band systems of 
6.3 m in Refs. 15 and 19 and for  

the band system of 2.7 m in Ref. 12. Moreover, 
this deviation is higher for a comparatively cool 
gas. Apparently, this effect may be explained if one 
recalls that for a constant geometrical size of the 
burner deviations from the approximation of an 
optically thin layer will be lower at higher tempera-
tures. 

Finally, another source of error in the determi-
nation of the total intensity (T) is uncertainty in 
the position of the band boundaries 1 and 2, and 
in the average value of the absorption coefficients 
at the band edges. Such ambiguities are produced 
by overlapping of the vibrational-rotational band 
systems. When processing experimental data using 
formula (2), it is assumed that the absorption band 
contour at the band edges displays an exponential  
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dependence on frequency. Then the band edges can 
be obtained by extrapolating the contour into the 
overlapping domain. The error in the determination 
of (T) increases at higher temperatures since the 
degree of overlap increases then due to higher occu-
pancies of the upper energy levels. 

The above-enumerated measurement errors in 
(T) have led to a considerable scatter of the total 
intensities at T = 300 K (Ref. 9), and also have left 
open the problem of the exponential temperature 
dependence of S for the various bands. As demon-
strated in Ref. 14, the values of S for the 6.3 and 
2.7 m bands do not depend on temperature, while 
for the band at 1.87 m we have S(2000 K)/S 
(3000 K) = 1.45, which agrees quite well with our 
computations. 

However, Ferriso et al.15 cite a private corre-
spondence with Benedict on the existence of a tem-
perature dependence of S for the 6.3 m band of 
H2O: 
 

 
 

Indeed, summation over the V–R bands using 
the data in the tables of Refs. 15 and 18 produces 
results that exceed the results of our computations 
for all the bands (see Fig. 1). 

Moskalenko et al.19 also noted an increase in 
the total intensity in the 6.3 m range by 32% in 
the 300–2200 K range. The same study revealed19 
that the total intensity insignificantly decreased (by 
approximately 10%) for the 2.7 m band system in 
the 300–2200 K range, which does not contradict 
the results of our computations if one accounts for 
possible experimental errors. However, it was 
stated17 that the temperature dependence of the to-
tal intensity in the 6.3 m band is explained exclu-
sively by the contribution from the adjacent rota-
tional band, the total intensity of the latter being 
higher by an order of magnitude. Thus, on the one 
hand, the mechanism of the temperature dependence 
of S is still not identified, while, on the other 
hand, an experiment is lacking which would un-
equivocally demonstrate that the total intensity of 
the 6.3 m band increases with temperature due to 
an overlapping rotational band. 
 

CALCULATIONS OF THE DEPENDENCE 
OF THE ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT 

 

While comparison of the total intensities dis-
closes systematic errors in the calculated values of 

( )V VS T in order to find systematic errors in the pa-
rameters of individual vibrational-rotational lines 
one has to compute another broad-band characteris-
tic, i. e., the average absorption coefficient 
 

 (5) 
 

A typical averaging integral for H2O is  = 25 cm–l. 
It is easy to demonstrate that this average absorp-
tion coefficient is approximately (to the accuracy of 
the contribution from the line wings) determined by 
the sum 

1
  of the line intensities covered by this 

interval  and also depends on the intensities and 
contours 1 1( , )     of the lines external to the 
given integral, whose contribution we will denote 
by the sum 

1

.


 Then the values we are computing 

and the exact value ( )K T are related by the rela-
tion 
 

 
 

 (6) 
 

Analysis of expression (6) demonstrates that 

the difference between 1
1

1
S

   and K  in the cen-

ter of the vibrational-rotational band is of the order 
of a few per cent. In the interval between the indi-
vidual V–R-bands where the effect of line wings is 
important2,3 the value of the absorption coefficient 
is completely determined by the contributions from 
"external" lines, and estimate (6) loses its meaning. 

The experimental determination of the absorp-
tion coefficient was conducted according to the same 
scheme, simultaneous with the measurement of the  
total intensities (T), i.e., the value Kexp(u)  is calcu-
lated according to relation (3), where 1 and 2 are 
the end-points of an interval with width  (this 
technique is outlined in Refs. 15 and 18). Below we 
briefly describe the technique for determining K  
employed in Ref. 18, the results of which (Ref. 18) 
are given in Fig. 2 and adopted as the experimental 
baseline. 

Since in certain spectral ranges an optically thin 
layer is difficult to realize for the H2O molecule, the 
determination of (T) was carried out using a series 
of   and   values measured at various optical 
depths.15,18 The measurement data were processed 
using a two-parameter technique based on a statistical 
band model. According to this model the transmissiv-
ity   averaged over the spectral range ; may be 
written as 
 

 (7) 
 
where W1 is the equivalent width of the ith spec-
tral line, which for the Lorentz contour is equal to 
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 (8) 
 

Here 1
1

1

,
S u

 


 and I0 and I1 are the modified Bes-

sel functions. Assuming an exponential distribution 
of the line intensities, the actual sum W1 is re-
placed by the two-parameter approximation 
 

 (9) 
 

 

where the second parameter / d  is called the 
ratio of the average line half-width to the average 
line-to-line distance. The parameters K and / d  
are obtained by the method of least squares from 
the series of measurements at various optical 
thicknesses. Since formula (9) only approximately 
describes our sum for intermediate values of u 
(the average deviation of this value is 10%, and 
reaches 40% in certain spectral intervals), addi-
tional errors are possible in the values of .K  
 

 

 

  

 
 
  

 

FIG. 2. Spectral trend of the H2O absorption coefficient. Solid line — experiment; circles — au-
thors’ calculations. At T = 1000 K: a — 6.3 m, b — 2.7 m bands; at T = 2000 K: ñ — 6.3 m, 
d — 2.7 m bands. 

 
Calculations of the average absorption coeffi-

cients from the obtained fine structure SLP's for 
H2O show good agreement with experiment for the 
band centers. In the band wings to the left of the 

band center the difference between the calculated 
and measured values increases and reaches an order 
of magnitude in the H2O transparency windows. 
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Such a picture is explained by the form of 
Eq. (6) since the wings of individual lines give the 
main contribution to the absorption in these trans-
parency windows. 

Further updating of the water vapor spectral 
lines database around 2000 K is planned in the fol-
lowing directions: 

1) a more comprehensive account of the effect 
of intramolecular interactions on the intensity of 
individual V–R lines in the 2.7 and 1.87 m ranges; 

2) updating of the Initial values of the total in-
tensities for the vibrational bands of H2O 
(T = 300 K) that are used to construct the dipole 
aoaent function; 

3) extending the range of both the vibrational 
and the rotational quantum numbers for the lines 
included in the database; 

4) computation of line half-widths taking ac-
count of their temperature dependence. 

To assess the reliability of the database of calcu-
lated SLP values, they should, in perspective, be 
directly compared to the results of field experiments 
on the transmissivity and emissivity functions. This 
would require the use of a line shape that would 
simultaneously describe both the far wings and the 
line center. Meanwhile, even the Lorentz line shape 
allows one to differentiate between the continuum 
(due to the wings of distant lines) and selective (due 
to the line center) components, and examine the 
temperature dependence of the intramolecular inter-
action potential. 
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